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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I would like to congratulate the authors for this manuscript. This study is interesting and

brings new perspective. I have some comments about the manuscript: Please check for

mistyped words throughout the manuscript. Methods: please give brief reasoning and

explanation about determining XHP dose for mice. Discussion: since XHP consists of

many compounds, please give reasoning about this in relation with your study and

results. Please point out the limitations of your study. In figure 5 there are 8 mice,

while your sample is 10 mice, please add the missing 2 mice for better viewing. There

is figure 6 at the end of your manuscript. Where is Fig. 6 located in the text?
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This manuscript is very interesting paper, I benefited a lot from it, it contains very

valuable information, a good addition in the field of hepatocellular carcinoma that many

suffer from. It is well organized with all the details of the study. However, the quality

of the manuscript can be improved if the authors considered and addressed the

following concerns: 1- There are simple words written wrong 2- Please indicate the

reference on which you determined the dose of XHP. 3- In the text the number of mice is

10 divided equally between control and XHP and the existing 4 controls and 4 XHP add

the rest. 4- At the end of your manuscript there is figure 6. Where is Fig. 6 in the text

and illustrate it under the figure?
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